Abstract. The topology of the Hausdorffized leaf spaces (briefly the HLS) for a codim-1 foliation is the main topic of this paper. At the beginning, the connection between the Hausdorffized leaf space and a warped foliations is examined. Next, the author describes the HLS for all basic constructions of foliations such as transversal and tangential gluing, spinning, turbulization, and suspension. Finally, it is shown that the HLS for any codim-1 foliation on a compact Riemannian manifold is isometric to a finite connected metric graph. In addition, the author proves that for any finite connected metric graph G there exists a compact foliated Riemannian manifold (M, F , g) with codim-1 foliation such that the HLS for F is isometric to G.
Introduction
In the 70-s M. Berger has presented the concept of modification of a Riemannian metric of S 3 along the fibers of the Hopf fibration. Following this concept, the author of this paper has introduced the notion of warped foliation [8] . Later on, the author has examined the limits of a sequence of warped compact foliations [7] and has proposed the notion of the Hausdorffized leaf space (briefly the HLS) for a foliation on a compact Riemannian manifold.
This paper is the continuation of the research held in [7] . At the beginning, the author shows that the HLS for any foliation F on a compact Riemannian manifold (M, g) is the Gromov-Hausdorff limit of a sequence of warped foliations with warping functions converging to zero on a dense subset G ⊂ M (Section 3, Theorem 3.1). Next, he examines the Hausdorffized leaf spaces for all natural constructions of the foliation listed in [2] . Namely, the HLS for tangential and transversal gluing, spinning, turbulization, and suspension are studied (Section 4).
The main results of this paper are developed in Section 5 (Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.3), where the complete description of the Hausdorffized leaf space for a codim-1 foliation on a compact Riemannian manifold is presented. It is shown that the HLS for a codim-1 foliation is isometric to a finite connected metric graph, while for every finite connected metric graph G there exists a foliated Riemannian manifold (M, F , g) such that the Hausdorffized leaf space for F is isometric to G.
For the theory of foliations we refere to [2] or [4] .
Preliminaries

2.1.
Hausdorffized leaf spaces. Let us recall the notion of Hausdorffized leaf space [7] : Let (M, F , g) be a compact foliated manifold. Let us set
where the infimum is taken over all finite sequences of leaves beginning at L 1 = L and ending at L n = L ′ ( Figure 1 ). Let ∼ be an equivalence relation in the space of leaves L defined by:
(L,ρ) is a metric space. We call it the Hausdorffized leaf space for the foliation F (briefly the HLS), and we denote it by HLS(F ).
Remark 2.1. Equivalently, the Hausdorffized leaf space can be defined as follows:
Following [1] , one can define in a metric space (X, d) equipped with an equivalence relation R the quotient pseudo-metric d R as
where the infimum is taken over all sequences {pi} 1≤i≤N , {q i } 1≤i≤N , N ∈ N, such that (p i+1 , q i ) ∈ R.
Consider a metric space (X/R, d R ) and identify such points for which d R is equal to zero. Obtained metric space is called the quotient metric space.
Let (M, F , g) be a compact foliated Riemannian manifold, and let R be the relation of belonging to the same leaf of F . Using R in M we get the alternative definition.
Gluing metric spaces.
Following [1] , we now describe how to glue length spaces:
Let (X α , d α ) be a family of length spaces. Set the length metric d on a disjoint union ∐ α X α as follows:
If x, y ∈ X α , then d(x, y) = d α (x, y); Otherwise, set d(x, y) = ∞. The metric d is called the length metric of disjoint union. Now, let (X, d X ) and (Y, d Y ) be two length spaces, while f : A → B be a bijection between two subsets A ⊂ X and B ⊂ Y . Equip Z = X ∐ Y with the length metric of disjoint union. Introduce the equivalence relation ∼ as the smallest equivalence relation containing relation generated by the relation x ∼ y iff f (x) = y. The result of gluing X and Y along f is the metric space (Z/ ∼ , d ∼ ).
2.3. Warped foliations. We recall here the notion of warped foliation [7] . The Hausdorffized leaf space for warped foliation will be the main topic of our interest in Section 2. Moreover, the results of Section 2 will be used as a tool in Sections 3 and 4.
Let (M, F , g) be a foliated Riemannian manifold and f : M → (0, ∞) be a basic function on M , i.e. a function constant along the leaves of F . We modify the Riemannian structure g to g f in the following way: g f (v, w) = f 2 g(v, w) while both v, w are tangent to the foliation F , but if at least one of vectors v, w is perpendicular to F then we set g f (v, w) = g(v, w). Foliated Riemannian manifold (M, F , g f ) is called here the warped foliation and denoted by M f . The function f is called the warping function.
2.4.
Gromov-Hausdorff convergence. Recall the notion of Gromov-Hausdorff convergence [3] . Let (X, d X ) and (Y, d Y ) be an arbitrary compact metric spaces. The distance of X and Y can be defined as 
The Gromov Lemma (below) will be used widely throughout his paper.
arbitrary compact metric spaces, and let
A = {x 1 , . . . , x k } ⊂ X, B = {y 1 , . . . , y k } ⊂ Y be ε-nets satisfying for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k the condition |d X (x i , x j ) − d Y (y i , y j )| ≤ ε. Then d GH (X, Y ) ≤ 3ε.
Convergence theorem
Consider a sequence (f n ) n∈N , f n : M → (0, ∞), of warping function on a compact foliated Riemannian manifold (M, F , g). One can ask, how does the limit in Gromov-Hausdorff topology of a sequence of warped foliations (M fn ) n∈N look like. Let G ⊂ M be a dense subset. Proof. Since M is compact, we can assume that g ≤ C · g ′ for a certain constant C ≥ 1. Let ρ and ρ ′ be pseudometrics given by
where dist and dist ′ denote the distance of the leaves in g and g ′ , respectively. Since the geometry of M is bounded, then for every A > 0 and ǫ > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that for every smooth curve γ : [0, l(γ)] → M parametrized naturally satisfying
the g-length of the component tangent to F satisfies
Since γ was chosen arbitrarily, we conclude that
Tending with ǫ to zero we get that ρ ≤ ρ ′ . Consequentlyρ ≤ρ ′ . Similarly, we can show thatρ ′ ≤ρ.
We now turn to a proof of Theorem 3.1. Denote by π : M → HLS(F ) a natural projection given by π(x) = [L x ] ∼ , where ∼ is the equivalence relation defined in Section 1.1.
Proof. Let ǫ > 0 and let {x 1 , . . . , x k } be an ǫ-net on M contained in G. Let i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Choose a family of leaves
. Next, consider a family of curves
Since f n → 0 on G, and the number of leaves involved in F ij , i, j = 1, . . . , k, is finite, there exists N ∈ N such that for any n > N , i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and ν ∈ {0, . . . , d
Let us pick one point in each {x 1 , . . . ,
We obtain a set {y 1 , . . . , y m } (m ≤ k) with the property π(y i ) = π(y j ) iff i = j.
Let n > N . Direct calculation shows that the points y 1 , . . . , y m form a 3ǫ-net on (M, g fn ). Moreover, by (1) and (2),
The set π({y 1 , . . . , y m }) = π({x 1 , . . . , x k }) provides an ǫ-net on HLS(F ). By Lemma 2.2, d GH (M fn , HLS(F )) ≤ 9ǫ. Tending with ǫ to zero we get that
Theorem 2.1 completes the proof.
Basic constructions
Studying foliations one can learn that there are several basic constructions for building foliations [2] . In this chapter we examine the HLS for the following constructions: tangential and transverse gluing, two transverse modifications -turbulization and spinning along a transverse boundary component, and for suspension.
We only provide here a detailed proof for tangential gluing and turbulization, which are used in Section 5. For transverse gluing and for spinning we give the characterization of their HLS's and we only provide an outline of a proof. Details, analogically as for tangential gluing and turbulization, are left to the reader. 4.1. Tangential gluing. Let us assume that (M i , F i , g i ), i = 1, 2, are compact foliated Riemannian manifolds with boundary, while F i is a foliation tangent to the boundary. Let S i ⊂ ∂M i (i = 1, 2) be a union of boundary components, and let h : S 1 → S 2 be an isometry mapping leaves onto leaves. According to [2] , identify S 1 with S 2 using x ≡ h(x), and form the quotient foliated manifold
Let us assume that one can obtain a smooth Riemannian structure g on M with the property g|M i = g i (i = 1, 2). 
Denote by
Consider the smallest equivalence relation ∼ in disjoint union
containing the relation defined as follows: Figure 3 ).
We begin the proof by a following: Proof. Let ǫ > 0. Consider points π(p(x)) and π(p(y)). By the definition of HLS(F ), there exist points
and L y are here the leaves of the appropriate foliation F 1 or F 2 ). Moreover, p(q ν ) and p(r ν+1 ) lie in the same leaf of F , and
whered is the length metric of disjoint union in M 1 ∐ M 2 (see Section 1.2). Denote byd the length metric of disjoint union in HLS(
Finally,
Next, consider points Φ(π(x)) and Φ(π(y)). There exist points r 1 , q 1 , . . . , r k , q k in the disjoint union HLS(
whered denotes again the length metric of disjoint union in HLS(F 1 ) ∐ HLS(F 2 ). Now, for every ν = 1, . . . , k one can find a sequence of leaves
Since h maps leaves onto leves, one can consider the leaves described above as leaves of a foliation
Passing with ǫ to zero in inequalities (3) and (4), we get that
This completes the proof. Now, we turn to the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof. Let us consider a sequence (f n : M → (0, 1]) of constant functions on M converging to zero. Obviously, it can be used as a sequence of warping functions. By Theorem 3.1, the limit lim GH M fn = HLS(F ). We will show, that lim
One can easily check that {y 1 , . . . , y K1+K2 } and {x 1 , . . . , x K1+K2 } have the same number of elements, and y i = y j iff x i = x j . Finally we get two ǫ-nets {y 1 , . . . , y K } and {x 1 , . . . , x K } in X and HLS(F ) respectively. By Lemma 4.1 [2] , let (M 1 , F 1 , g 1 ), (M 2 , F 1 , g 1 ) be smooth compact foliated Riemannian manifolds of dimension n with nonempty boundary and codimension q foliations. Suppose that S i ⊂ ∂M i is a union of boundary components (i = 1, 2) and φ : S 1 → S 2 is an isometry mapping leaves to leaves. Suppose further that
containing the relation defined byπ (x) ∼π(φ(x)).
Next, glue HLS(F 1 ) with HLS(F 2 ) along ∼ and denote the result endowed with quotient metric by (X, d X ). Let us denote the natural projections as shown on the Figure 4 . 
Lemma 4.2. For any two points
Proof. Analogical to the proof of Lemma 4.1. Left to the reader. Proof. Denote by
is an ǫ-net in HLS(F ) and Φ(π(A 1 ∪ A 2 )) is an ǫ-net in X. Moreover, by the construction of X we have that Before we start a proof, we shall prove technical lemmas. 
We shall consider three cases:
( 
This completes the proof. 
Proof. Let x, y ∈ M . We shall consider few cases:
∈ N (γ), and x ∈ N (γ), r ∈ N (γ). Passing with ǫ to zero gives the desired inequality. 
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}. By the construction of X,
Passing with ǫ to zero gives us the statement. 
Proof. Let x, y ∈ M , ǫ > 0. There exist points r 1 , q 1 , . . . , r k , q k ∈ HLS(F ) such that p(q i ) = p(r i+1 ), π(x) = r 1 , π(x) = q k , and
For any i ∈ {1, . . . , k} one can find a family of leaves
By (5), (6) , and Lemma 4.3, one can find a finite sequence
Passing with ǫ to zero gives us the statement.
Let f : X → HLS(F γ ) be defined as follows:
, where π γ : M → HLS(F γ ) denotes the natural projection.
Lemma 4.7. f is bijective.
Proof. Suppose that p(π(x)) = p(π(y)), x, y ∈ M . Consider two cases:
Finally, f is well defined. By the definition, f is "onto" HLS(F γ ). Checking that f is one-to-one we leave to the reader. Now, we can turn to the proof of Theorem 4.3.
Proof. By Lemma 4.7, f defined in (7) is a bijection from X onto HLS(F γ ). By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, f is an isometry.
Spinning.
Following the definition given in [2] we recall the notion of spinning a foliation along a transverse boundary component.
Let (M, F , g) be a compact Riemannian manifold carrying codim-1 foliation transverse to the boundary ∂M = ∅. Let S be a transverse connected component of ∂M with ∂S = ∅. Assume that F |S can be defined by a closed non-singular 1-form ω ∈ A 1 (S). 2 ). Thus, we extend F S to a foliation F S on M which is tangent to the boundary component S. Now, identify in HLS(F ) the points of π(S) and denote the result by X. Endow X with the quotient metric denoted by d X .
Before we examine the Hausdorffized leaf space for a spinned foliation we formulate technical lemmas. Easy proofs are omitted and left to the reader. 
Lemma 4.8. For every two points
p, q ∈ M such that L S p = L S q we have d X (φ(π(L p )), φ(π(L q ))) = 0.
Lemma 4.9. For any two points
for all n > N . We may assume that the points x k−l , . . . , x k are the only ones that belong to π −1 (π(S)). Now, pick from the points x k−l , . . . , x k exactly one, let say x k−l . Figure 11 . HLS of a foliation spinned along the boundary component S.
Observe that π S ({x k−l , . . . , x k }) is a single point in HLS(F S ). Hence, there exists
. By the construction and Lemma 3.1, the sets {ζ i } and {ξ j } are 2ǫ-nets on X and HLS(F S ), respectively. By Lemma 4.10,
, for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. By Lemma 2.2, d GH (X, HLS(F S )) = 0, and by Theorem 2.1, X is isometric to HLS(F S ). 4.5. Suspension. Denote by B a smooth connected manifold, and by p :B → B the universal covering of B. Let x 0 ∈ B. Recall that the covering transformation group Γ acts from the right onB and hence Γ ⊂ Diff(B). Let F be a q-dimensional manifold. Consider a group homomorphism h : Γ → Diff(F ). Then Γ acts onB ×F by
Consider a foliationF = {B × {z}, z ∈ F }. Using canonical projection one can projectF onto a foliation F of M = (B × F )/Γ. The foliation F is called the suspension of the homomorphism h. One can check that M is a fibre bundle over B, and F coincides with its fibre. Analogically as in Section 2.1, one can define the Hausdorffized orbit space: Let G be a group acting on a metric space (X, d X ). Denote by O the space of orbits of G-action. Set
where the infimum is taken over all finite sequences of orbits beginning at G 1 = G(x) and ending at L n = G(y), and G(z) denotes the orbit of z ∈ X. Define an equivalence relation ∼ in O by:
is a metric space. We call it the Hausdorffized orbit space of the G-action, and we denote it by HOS(X/G).
Theorem 4.5. HLS(F ) is homeomorphic to HOS(F/h(Γ)).
Proof. By the construction of suspension, there exists a homeomorphism between the space of leaves of F and the space of orbits of h(Γ). It induces a homeomorphism between HLS(F ) and HOS(F/h(Γ)). 
Main results -HLS
, whereρ denotes the matric in HLS(F ). Let π : M → HLS(F ) again be the natural projection.
Without losing generality we can assume that there exists j ∈ {0, . .
By the triangle inequality and the above, we obtain
. This completes the proof. 
We get
) we finally get, by (8) and (9), 
HLS for codim-1 foliations.
Recall now [1] that the metric graph G is the result of gluing of a set of a disjoint metric segments E = {E i } and points V = {v i } along an equivalence relation defined in the union of V and the set of the endpoints of the segments equipped with the length metric. A graph G is called finite if V and E are finite.
Theorem 5.2. HLS(F ) of any codimension one foliation on a compact Riemannian manifold is isometric to a finite connected metric graph.
Proof. Following the proof of the main theorem of [5] , we can cover M by a finite number of mutually disjoined saturated neighborhoods N i (i = 1, . . . , k) such that the HLS of the foliation restricted to N i is a singleton, and a finite number of mutually disjoint foliated I − bundles (denoted by C 1 , . . . , C m ) with their HLS's, by Lemma 5.1, isometric to [0, (Figure 12) , and that the sets N i (i = 1, 2, . . . , k) are maximal, i.e. π 
Denote by π j :
Introduce in V and in the set of the endpoints of the segments I j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, the smallest equivalence relation ∼ generated by the following relation:
A point v i is in the relation with an endpoint a (a can be equal to 0 or d j ) of the segment Glue points from V and segments from E along ∼. Obtained space endow with the length metric. In this way we obtain a metric graph G (Figure 13) . By the construction of G and Theorem 4.1, HLS(F ) is isometric to G. 
Proof. LetM = S 1 × Σ, where Σ is a compact surface of dimension 2, and let F be the product foliation by {z} × Σ, z ∈ S 1 . Let x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ S 2 . Let N i (i = 1, . . . , k) be disjoint tubular neighbourhoods of γ i = S 1 × {x i }. TurbulizeF simultaneously along γ i . One can check [2] that it is possible to turbulize in such way that the holonomy mappings h of the compact leaves of the Reeb components satisfy h(0) = 0, h ′ (0) = 1, h (n) (0) = 0 for all n ≥ 2. Next, let M be a foliated manifold obtained from (M, F ) by removing the interior of the Reeb components of the turbulized foliation. It follows that M is compact, and its boundary has exactly k components homeomorphic with the torus T 2 . Moreover, every leaf different from boundary leaves accumulate on every boundary component. Thus HLS(F ) is a singleton, and F is a foliation with desired properties. Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a finite connected metric graph with k nodes. "Cutting" every edge in the middle we obtain k connected metric graphs G i (Figure 15 ). Let v be a node having more than one edge, let say m. One can assign for v a 3-dimensional foliated Riemannian manifold (V i , F i , g i ) indicated in Lemma 5.2 with exactly m boundary components homeomorphic to the torus T 2 , and such that HLS for V i is a singleton, and the holonomy mappings h of the boundary leaves satisfy h(0) = 0, h ′ (0) = 1, h (n) (0) = 0 for all n ≥ 2. Next, for every edge assign a manifold E i ν = [0, d i ] × T 2 (as described in Lemma 5.3), 1 ≤ ν ≤ m. Note that either F i or foliations of E i are tangent to the boundary components.
Since the holonomy mappings h of the boundary leaves satisfy h(0) = 0, h ′ (0) = 1, h (n) (0) = 0 for all n ≥ 2, then by Theorem 4.1, one can glue manifolds V i and E i to obtain a compact foliated Riemannian manifold (M i , F i , g i ) with HLS(F i ) isometric to G i (Figure 16) . Moreover, the boundary components of M i (i = 1, . . . , m) Let (M, F , g) be a compact connected foliated Riemannian manifold, and again let π : M → HLS(F ) be the natural projection. One can easily check that π is continuous. Moreover, for any leaf L ∈ F the set π −1 (π(L)) is a closed, nonempty, saturated subset of M .
Let us recall that a subset A ⊆ M is called minimal if it is nonempty, closed and saturated and there is no proper subset of A with these properties [2] . From the construction of HLS(F ) it follows that for any leaf L ∈ F the set π −1 (π(L)) contains a minimal set.
As a simple consequence of the above observations we have: Proof. This is a direct consequence of the Reeb Stability Theorem (see [2] or [4] ).
